Post-Cruise Summary
R/V MANTA

Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary is geared toward efficient and safe operations aboard its sanctuary vessel and invites your feedback from the recent cruise on the R/V MANTA. We thank you for taking time to complete this summary.

We’d like to share your experience on the R/V MANTA with our web audience. We request that you provide a few images taken during your cruise, along with a general summary of your cruise and general observations. If you’d prefer that this not be posted to the web, please note below.

Cruise Dates:

Cruise Name:

Submitted by:

Principle Investigator (if different):

General summary of cruise and observations/findings:

Was data acquired during the cruise? Please describe the amount and type acquired (e.g., number of data collection sites, transects conducted, area surveyed, etc.).

Were samples collected? Please list sample description, quantity, method of collection, permit covering collection (if applicable).
Were chemicals used during the operations on board the R/V MANTA? If so, were they removed from the R/V MANTA upon disembarking?

Did the cruise conduct dive operations? How many total dives were completed and amount of total bottom time?

Were you satisfied with the communication and support from crew and FGBNMS staff during cruise planning process?

Were you satisfied with the communication and support from crew during the at sea operations?

Were you satisfied with the level of safety of the operations?

Did the equipment on board the R/V MANTA meet your cruise requirements?
Are you interested in retrieving a copy of the SCS Raw Data from your cruise?

Are there any vessel equipment additions or supplies requested to enhance your scientific or educational missions in the future?

Additional comments (e.g., meals, accommodation, facilities).

Are you submitting images of your operations for FGBNMS website? If so, please provide image file names and captions for the images.

Permission to post summary and images on FGBNMS website?   Y       N

Kindly submit to LTJG Dustin Picard, Vessel Operations Coordinator, at: dustin.r.picard@noaa.gov